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after you're done transcode, you can share your modified clip from within the project, with the ability to view in a window, or as a placeholder in the timeline. the new, improved color grading feature is an even cooler way to color your clips. but before
this can be used, you need to set up a preset for each clip you want to color. you can then apply the settings to any clip in the timeline. this gives you the opportunity to change the default colors, and apply an entirely new look to your clip. yes, the
quality of the clip can suffer somewhat, but the color grading is incredibly powerful and fun, and even when it just results in the clip looking better, it's worth it. to put these features to the test, i downloaded a clip from my project that had some bad

lower-res clips and switched fromquicktime to powerdirector. i removed the bad shots and popped them in the timeline at the correct time and used the resolution and color settings to make them look as they should have. the new and improved color
grading feature let's you color a clip any way you want it, and apply that same look to any clip in the project. the lower-res clips were instantly transformed into something richer, more cinematic. users can drop in an unlimited number of video and audio

clips into the main timeline and use standard transformations like sync, cross dissolve, reverse, show or hide, and so on. the timeline is made of several clips which you can add to and subsequently edit or delete. some of the properties that you can
toggle are trim, audio/video settings, version and show control. these controls have a multitude of functions. for example, you can control the current duration, take a video clip, add an audio file, specify a frame rate, set the length of the clip, adjust the

volume, fade in and fade out, mute the clip, change the video or audio color, and adjust the bitrate.
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the audio editor is a very capable tool with several effects, volume, metering, and sound level
adjustments, filters, eq, compandors and sound levels. you can also set a fade in or fade out on

multiple clips at once. there are also several tracks you can add audio files to. cyberlink
powerdirector can let you organize your library based on what sound was used in a particular clip.

you can also filter your library with keywords, categories, and tags to make it easy to find what you
are looking for. on the top level, cyberlink powerdirector 16 ultimate offers 32 effects you can use in
editing: black and white, desaturation, bleach, clone, contrast, color, dodge, dodge burn, desaturate,

emboss, fade, fast blur, grayscale, kaleidoscope, lens flare, lens effects, oil paint, patch, photos
filters, posterize, punch up, radial, resize, sharpen, squeeze, sepia, split, stretch, texture, tone and
vignette. this can be found from the project room’s effects control panel. to add a new effect, you
can find the most popular effects in the add favorite shapes icons. you can also add video effects

such as black and white, dodge and burn, black white and color, sepia, blur, portrait, posterize, and
auto filter. in the project room, there are three editing panels: title, makeup, and settings. the

settings panel is where most of the important and rarely-used settings are. the title tool allows you
to add text in several different fonts. when editing the makeup of your image, the geometric shapes
section includes a view of the frame when you drag on the edges. there is also an add favorite shape

icons that lets you add photos and graphics to the project. 5ec8ef588b
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